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COVID-19
MITIGATION
GUIDELINES

FOR OFFICIALS

AUGUST 10, 2020

Both the Volleyball and Football Divisions have created 
presentations focused on the mechanics and rules 
variations for their specific sport.

During the next few minutes we will concentrate on 
guidelines dealing with circumstances if a player, coach, 
other participant, fellow official or even you yourself 
develop COVID-19 symptoms or is confirmed to have 
COVID-19
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TASO has worked closely with both the UIL and TAPPS as 
we prepare for this most unique season to provide the best 
possible environment for the safety and well being of our. 
Members

The information contained here is based on what is known 
today and may change at any time.
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The UIL and TAPPS have based their mitigation guidelines 
on information from the CDC, Texas Health and Human 
Services and the Texas Education Agency.

This information should be used as guidelines and not 
construed as medical advice.
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CO ID

TEA requires all school systems to develop a plan 
for mitigating COVID-19 spread in schools. UIL and 
TAPPS guidelines require schools to include 
interscholastic athletic activities for the 2020-2021 
school year as part of this plan and carefully plan for 
mitigating risk of spread as students, staff and 
officials participate in them.

Chapter assignors, not the members should contact 
each school foreach school’s specific plans.  The 
chapter assignor, should then relay that information 
to our members.
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Based on Governor Abbot's Executive Order GA-29, 
all employees, parents, visitors and students ten 
years of age or older and officials must wear face 
coverings or face shields upon entry to an area 
where athletic activities are being conducted when 
not actively practicing or playing in the contest.

This means when not actively officiating an athletic 
contest, you must wear a face covering or shield.
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Officials, like players, coaches and staff, must self-
screen for COVID-19 symptoms before each game 
or match assignment. 

Officials must report to their chapter if they 
themselves have COVID-19 symptoms or are lab-
confirmed with COVID-19, and, if so, they must not 
be assigned matches or games until they meet the 
criteria for re-entry as noted later
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Before officials are allowed access to areas where games 
and matches are being conducted, school must screen the 
officials to determine if the officials have COVID-19 
symptoms or are lab-confirmed with COVID-19, and if so, 
they must remain unassigned until they meet the criteria 
for re-entry as noted later in this presentation. When 
practical, screening questions could be supplemented with 
temperature checks.

Schools are permitted to prevent any individual who fails 
the screening criteria from being admitted into school 
facilities or sites where athletic activities are being 
conducted until they meet the criteria for re-entry as 
described below. Any individual for whom screening cannot 
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be confirmed should be presumed symptomatic until 
confirmed otherwise.
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YES NOOR

Before each game, contest, or event, schools should follow the 
screening protocols described above to screen all staff members, 
contractors, volunteers, sports officials, contest judges, and any 
individuals otherwise involved in working the event. These 
individuals should also self-screen as described in these screening 
protocols.

Screening Questionnaire Information

1. When asking individuals if they have symptoms for COVID-19, 
school systems must only require the individual to provide a 
“Yes” or “No” to the overall statement that they are 
symptomatic for COVID-19, as opposed to asking the 
individual for specific symptom confirmation. School systems 
are not entitled to collect information during screening on the 
specific health information of an individual beyond that they 
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are symptomatic.

2. Once it is determined that individuals who responded “Yes” to 
either of these questions have met the criteria for re-entry, 
school systems must destroy those individuals’ responses.
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Any individuals who themselves either are lab-
confirmed to have COVID-19; or experience the 
symptoms of COVID-19 must remain unavailable for 
assignments throughout the infection period, and 
cannot return to officiating until the official meeting 
the reentry criteria has been met
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The re-entry protocol

Any official who themselves either are lab-confirmed to 
have COVID-19; or experience the symptoms of COVID-
19 must not accept games or matches throughout the 
infection period, and cannot return to officiating until ALL 
three of this criteria are satisfied.

o at least one day (24 hours) have passed since 
recovery (resolution of fever without the use of 
fever-reducing medications);

o the individual has improvement in symptoms (e.g., 
cough, shortness of breath); and
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o at least ten days have passed since symptoms first 
appeared.
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If the official has symptoms that could be COVID-19 
and wants to return to officiating before completing 
the above criteria, the official must either obtain a 
medical professional’s note clearing the individual 
for return based on an alternative diagnosis or 
obtain an acute infection test at an approved testing 
location that comes back negative for COVID-19.
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If you have had close contact with someone who has 
COVID-19, monitor yourself for symptoms for 14 days after 
the last day you were exposed to protect your health and 
those around you.
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close
contact
closecontact

6’

The definition of close contact is evolving with our 
understanding of COVID-19, and individual scenarios 
should be determined by an appropriate public health 
agency. In general, close contact is defined as:

 being directly exposed to infectious secretions (e.g., 
being coughed on); or

 being within 6 feet for a cumulative duration of 15 
minutes; however, additional factors like case/contact 
masking (i.e., both the infectious individual and the 
potential close contact have been consistently and 
properly masked), ventilation, presence of dividers, 
and case symptomology may affect this determination.

Either of these defines close contact if it occurred during 
the infectious period of the case, which is defined as two 
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days prior to symptom onset to 10 days after symptom 
onset. 
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If a player or coach or other contest participant is lab-
confirmed to have COVID-19 and  participated in a contest 
against another school(s), the school must notify other 
school(s) and the officiating chapter involved in the 
contest.
The assignor would then advise the officials involved.

If an official is lab confirmed to have COVID-19, the 
chapter assignor will notify the schools where the official 
had been assigned.
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Officials who test positive for COVID-19 must be cleared 
by a physician before they can return to officiating 
assignments
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… for officials …. of officials ….. by officials

mfitch@taso.org

As we all know the, the COVID-19 situation seems to 
change regularly, sometime daily. The safety of our 
members is a priority for the TASO staff and each our 
Boards of Directors. We remain in contact directly and 
indirectly with the UIL, TAPPS, the TEA and the 
Governor’s office and we will continue to monitor the 
pandemic closely.  

I wish we could guarantee your safety as we enter into the 
high school sports seasons, but we can’t wrap everyone in 
a bubble before each assignment. Remember, as an 
independent contract you have the right to decline an 
assignment if you are concerned for your personal safety.  
Ultimately you must take responsibility for your own safety.
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I wish you a successful and more importantly, a SAFE  2020 
season. If you have any questions, please send them to 
me.
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